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1。 Introduction.

Let C be an irreducible algebraic curve of degree ご  on P2=P2(c)and put

y==P2＼ c. Let r be the automorphisln group of the algebraic surface y and r

the lhear part of r,i.e。,」 ={T∈ Aut(P2)IT(c)=C}.If d=1,then g is generated

by linear transformations and de Jonquiares transformations of 7(Nagata E5]);

if ご=2, then generators of the sirnilar kind have been found by Gizatunin and

Danilov E2]。 In thiS paper we shan study the structure of r and at the same

tirne the property of C in the case when d≧3。       

We shall use the fonowing nOtations in addition to the above ones.  Let

(X,y,Z)be a Set of homogeneous coordinates on P2 and put κ=X/Z and

y=y/Z. USually we do not treat the line Z=0,so we say that for an irredu_
cible polynomi01 ノ , the Curve Zdノ (X/Z,y/Z)=O iS deined byノ ,Whereご =

deg/.  Especially we denote by∠ [resp. Z`]the curve deined by χy―が一夕
3

Erespo yC―χ
α, where(a,d)=l and l≦ι≦ご-2コ。Let」И be the number of the

singular points{Pl,・̈,′″}of C and μ:σ→C.the normalization of a Then

let N denote the number of elements of μ
~1({Pl,1・・,fし})and g the genus of

♂。h case N=1,let(θl,。“,θp)be the sequence of the multiplicities of all
successive ininitely near singular points of Pl, and put

,

P=ご2_忍ど_′p+1.
t=]

Let Gc and G77L be the additive and the multiplicative groups respectively.

First we shall prove the following with the help of the Plicker relations.

PROPOSIT10N l. S“ ク♪θSa″んα′ ご≧3. Tん θη ′んθ/aJJθリブηg′ んraθ εθηα′′′θηs α″θ

θ92′υα′θηオ.

(1)動θ θrdθrげ rお グび"グ̀θ.

(2)Tんθ″πθar parォrグsゴsθttθrpんグὲ θ Gπ.

(3)rたθε“rυθ cお pr″θὲ′υθ″θgzグυα′θ″ ′θ′c.
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Note that -C is a fnite group if C is not projectiuely equiualent to Ar.
Next we shall consider €. Applying the Castelnuovo's criterion for con-

tracting a curve, rv€ shall give the condition that g:X. In case g+X, let tp
be an element of -e \J:. Then there is a composition o of blow-ups such that
the induced map go is a morphism. Considering the total transforrn o-l(C) in
detail, we shall prove the following main result.

T H E O R E M  A。 7耽θ θrごθrげ rた ル グ′θ ゲ

″んθノ7′θ〃グ"g εθれごグ′グθηs(1),(2)απご(3).

(1)g≧ 1。

and only if C satisfies any one of

(2) N>2 and C is projectiuely equiualent to neither
(3) N:1 and R<-1.

A nor /r.

On the contrary, for the remaining curues with d>3, g has the following proq-
erties.

(4) If C is projectiuely equiualent to Ar, where e22, then Q:-fzfl*.
(5) If C is projectiuely equiualent to A, then the order of g fs countably

infinite and -C is the dihedral group of order 6.
(6) If C is a curue with g:0, N-l and R=0, then g=(G,)" for euery

positiue integer n. In this c/ass of curues the order of I is infinite if and only
if C is projectiuely equiualent to Ay

Reuenr. We do not know whether or not the curve with the properties
g:0, N:1, R:0 and er-r)op exists.

The structure of .f seems to be complicated for the curve g:0, ^lf:l and
R>0. According to Abhyankar-Moh [1], if C satisfies that CrI =Ar for a line
L, then there is an automorphism of PzrI =Az by which C is transformed to
a line Lb Hence P2\(CU^L) is isomorphic to Pzr(I,rul), this implies that C
is a curve with R>-2 it d>3. Moreover, if the logarithmic Kodaira dimension
E(V) is -oo and d23, then C is a curve with g:0 and ^ff:l (litaka t4l). By
these facts it seems interesting to study the curves of this class.

Now these curves have similarly the following properties, which will be
shown in the course of the proof of Theorem A.

TsponBM B. If C is a curue with g:0,.ff-1 and R20, then there are one
or two irreducible curues C' and C" and two or three lines L1, where i:I, 2, 3,
which haue the following properties.

(1) In case R+L, there is an isomorphism

P2\(CvC')=Pzr(Z ,V Lr) .

(2) In case R:1, there is an isomorphism

Pz\(CUC'vC")=Pzr(I ,V LrV Lr) ,

where LtALz: LrALt.
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We observe that the above curves C' and C" have the 
'same 

properties as
the following C*.

PnoposlrloN 2. If C satisfies the conditions C\{P} =At and R>0, then
there is a curue C* hauing the properties CnCx- {P} and C*\{PI =A'.

Note that, in case d>3, the condition C\{P} =At is equivalent to the one
g:0 and N:1. Especially Theorem B implies the following

ConorlARY. If C satisfies the conditions g:0, N:l and R20, then E(V)-
- @ .

This is a partial answer to the problem raised in t8l. Note that E(V) is not
necessarily -oo if R<-1. Indeed, there exist curves with g:0, N:1, R<-1
and ,r(I/)-1 (Tsunoda t6l or Section 6).

The author would like to express deep appreciation to Professor S. Iitaka

for his kind advice and encouragement.

2. Structure of J.

Thanks to the theory of the logarithmic Kodaira dimension, we have that
.e has a flnite order if E(y)-2 (Iitaka [ ]). Further, Wakabayashi [7] has shown
the following

Lsndlvln 2.1. If C satisfies none of the following conditions, then E(V):Z.
(a) M-A and d33.
(b) g:0 and M:L.
(c) B:0 and M:N:/.
Later we shall make use of this lemma. Let ^, denote the projective equiv-

alence. Then the curv es A and l, have the following properties.
(1) lt C*Ar, then M:N:I, R:d*l and E(V):-co.
(2) lf. C*1, and e22, then M:N:Z and E(V)-t.
(3) lf C*4, then M:L, N:2 and r(7):0.
Let e(P, C) be the multiplicity of C at P, and (Dt.Dr)p the intersection

multiplicity of two curves D, and D, at P. If C61 is an analytically irreducible

branch of C at P;, where L<i<M and j:L,2, " ' , then \rye put €q:e(P1, Coi)

and ,lrr-(Cri. Lnt)rn, where L;t is the tangent line to C1i at Pi. If P is a flex,
then we put W-Ererrrexestprt where pp:(C. Lp)r-2 and In is the tangent line

to C at P. Then we have the following formula which is one of the Pliicker

relations (litaka t4l).

Lswlr'r^ 2.2. 7=3ご+6(g-1)一票メλ̀ゴ+θヴー3).

Applying this formula, we get the following

Lnunnn 2.3. Suppose that N-L and e(Pr, C): d-I. Then C has one fl"ex if
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and only if C,-,[t.
Pnoor. If C has one flex Q,

we may assume that Pt:(O, 1, 0),
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then by a suitable projective transformation

0:(0, o, 1) and that c is defined by

f  :Y+ 
*  a{cr .

Since we have that 
'l/[/:d-z 

by Lemma 2.2, we get a2:... : aa-r:O, i.e.,

f :y*auxd*arx, where aa*0. This implies that C is projectively equivalent
to Ar. The rr if t' part is proved easily by direct computation.

Now, let us prove Proposition 1.
a.E.D.

The implication (3)=*(2) is checked by direct computation and the implication
(2)+(I) is trivial. So let us prove the implication (1)4(3). Suppose that C is
not projectively equivalent to A". Then, in case C is smooth, we have that
W -3d(d-2). Hence there are at least four non-collinear flexes, which implies
the order of X is finite. Next let us consider the non-smooth case. Then by
Lemma 2.1 we have only to treat the curves in the cases (b) and (c). Thus we
have that g:0. Let K be the number of flexes of C. Then we note that the
order of -C is finite if N+K=3. In fact, an element T of. -C irrduces the auto-
morphism f of e =Pt and this correspondence T,-rf is injective. First let us
consider the case (b). In this case, if. N<2, then W>L, i.e., K>L. Suppose
that N+K<z. Then K>I. Hence we have that N:K:L, thus W>d-z.
Since K:1, it follows that W-d-Z, which implies that e(Pu C):d-l. This
is a contradiction by Lemma 2.3. Next let us consider the case (c). Let Z6 be
the tangent line to C at Pt, where i:L, 2. If Lr contains Pr, then es*f,t{4,

ersd-L and lrSd, hence W>L. So that we rnay assume that Lt#P, and
L"#Pr. Moreover we may assume that lr intersects C only in Pt, and that
W:0, otherwise there is a third fixed point for -C. Thus we have only to

consider the case when f,r:f,1=d and er*ez:d. In case €r:0e:0, seeing
from that C is analytically irreducible at. P-, and Pg, we infer that the multi-
plicities of infinitely near singular points to P' and & of order one must be both
e. Then we have that (d-L)(d-2)14e(e-L), this contradicts the genus formula
for plane curves. Therefore ? fixes Lr, L, and the line passing through Pr and
P2, By a suitable projective transformation these lines are assumed to be Y:0,

Z --,A and X:0 respectively. Then the equation of C is

f : y'*2* cuxo yt - xo ,

where 0:€t &rrd E+ denotes the summation for i and I satisfyin g d>i+ jle>
j>0. Suppose that (d-i)(e- j):ij for all i, j in this equation. Then putting

6:(e, d), e:be' and d:bd', we have that bd'e':ie'*jd'. Moreover putting

i:d'i' and 7-0' j', where i'+i':6, we see that / is a homogeneous polynomial

with variables rd' and y". Hence / is factored as
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D

調いノ+αiχα′)

for some αぁwhere l≦グ≦b.Since C is irreducible,b is l, hence C～∠̀ .This

contradicts our hypothesis,so there areグandノ Such that力=(グーグ)(a一ハーヴ≠0.

Since T is represented as a diagonal matrix

3。 Relation between r and r.

Since an element 9 0f r is the restricted mapping of a birational transfor‐

mation of P2, let us denote by F also the birational transformatione  Let

σr    σ 7-l   σ 2    σ l

Sr~→ S7-1~→ ・"~→ Si―→ SO=P2

be a flnite sequence of blow_ups σ,with successive centers 01 ln St_1, Wh
l≦グ≦r and SO=P2,and put σ=σl・“σγ.For a birational transformati we
denote by ψ(■)and ψE4]the tOtal and the proper transforms of A respectely.

LEMMA 3.1. Lθ′ψ bθ αη θ′θηlθη′σ/β. Tんοη′たθメθ′′θυグ"g assθγガθηsんθ′ご

′raθ.

(1) Eαεんbグraιグθηα′′raηs/ar,呪α′グθη ψ θγ ψσl~・σ= 力αS α′ πθs′ θ"θ /2ηごα‐

協θὴα′pθれォ,ηんarθ l≦グ≦r.

(2)Tんθ proρθr rraη,/brz 9ECコ グSC・ Erθ,ク.θπθ pθグηιコ4F a"ごθηり lF 9

bθ′θ"gs ιθ」 Eγ′助仇g＼rコ.

PR00Fo  Note that if 9 has no fundamental points, then 9 is a birational

morphism from P2 to P2 and SO is an isomOrphism.  Since C is irreducible and

9 iS an automorphisin of P2＼c,both assertions are proved readily.    Q.E.D.

Put Ct=(σl・…σl)~lEC]and CO=C, where l≦ グ≦r.Let'1・ D2denOte the

intersection number of two curves I)l and I)2 0n SOme nonsingular com

surfacec h case Dl=D2,let us write Dl inStead of Dl・Dl and callit the wθなん′

of五)l for short.  Then we have the following

L E M M A  3 . 2 . J / C  s aガ ザθS aηy θπθげ ′んθル′′θりれg θθηご′̀ノθηs,′んθηヨ=J.

(1)g≧ 1.

(2) TんθrθグS Sθzθ グ(0≦グ≦r)SZθん′んα′Ctんαs α′′θαs′′υθ s′"g露′αr pθグη′s.

(3)f/C`グ S Sttθθιん,′ルηC:≦-2,υんθγθ l≦グ≦″(

(4)g=0,N=l α ηごR≦ ―θp-1.
PR00F. From the above lemina and the Castelnuovo's criterion for con_
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tracting a curve (Hartshorne E3コ), the assertions(1),(2)and(3)fonow easily.
Note that in the case(4)the weight C3 is

if the center(L+l of the blow‐up σ:十二 COincides with the singular point of Ct,

where O≦ グ≦p-1。 Hence this is a special caSe Of(3)。            QoEo D.
Combining Lenllna 3.2 with Proposition l, we get the fOnowing

COROLLARY 3.3。  」 /C sα ガジ θS aηノ θれθ ρ√ ′んθ メθ′′θ″グ"g ε θηαグガθれs,′んθπ rグ s

aF"グ′ag″θZ夕.

(1)g≧ 1.                                 ,

(2)7ん ′θzγυ′Cグs れθ′夕γげθε′グυθ″ θ92グυα′θη′ ′θ ∠θ α"ご ′んθγι グs sθzθ グ

(0≦た≦r)szεん′んα′Ci力as a′′σαs′′″θsグ"gz′αr pθ′ηιs.

(3)f/Ctグ S sttθθ′ん,ォんθπ C:≦-2,wんθγθ l≦グ≦γ.

(4)g〒 0,N=lα れαR≦ 一′,-1.
PR00F. It Sumces to check (3)and (4).  If C～ ∠θ and θ≧2, then let

(θl,…0,θα)and(/1,…,/b),Where′1=θ and rl=ご―θ,be the sequences of the
血ultiplicities of all ininitely near singular points of(0,0,1)and(0,1,0)respec_

t市elyo Since(θ,ご)=1,we get

by the Euclidean algorithm and the genus formula for plane curves. If e:I,
then the multiplicity of the singular point is d-L, so R-d*l. Hence the
curves in (3) and (4) are not projectively equivalent to Ar. Q.E.D.

Now the assertions (1) and (4) in Theorem A follow from Lemma 3.2 and
Proposition 1.

4. Representation of automorphisms by graphs.

In this section we follow the notations' fixed in the previous sections. Here-
after we shall study the curves that have not been treated in Corollary 3.3 and
that are not projectively equivalent to A r, where e22. Therefore rlre assume
that C satisfies all of the following conditions (Ar) and d>3.

The proper transform Cr has at most one singular point for all
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where 0<i<r.
(3) There is some
(4) If .l/:1, then

such that Ct is smoOth and C:≧-1.

the assertion(1)in Lemma 3.l we may

グ(1≦グ≦r)

R≧ 一θp.

In view of

(Al)

In particular M is 7.
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assume moreover the following condition (Az).

93

lA21{1■:輩ぽ:』∫:諭fi聾驚rT∬l憲∴亀:淵器:F
DEFINITION 4.1. We denote by γ (9)the number of blow_ups deined in(A2)

and can it the rα"ヵof 9。  Of tourse r(9)=O if and Only if 9 belongs to re

Put EJ=σ 71(OJ),Where l≦ グ≦r.Then the following facts hold true, of

which we shan make frequent use later.

LEMMA 4。2.1/r≠ r aηα 9 bθ′θπgs′θβ＼r,′λθη υθんαυο′んa ra〃θηグ"g・

(1) Tんσ εθη′θr Ot+19/σJ+l θθグπ̀グごθs w′′λ′たθ/zηごαttθη′α′夕θグη′ρノタσl―・σ̀,
wんθ″θO≦′≦r-lα"ごψσO=ψO  .

(ii)Tたθ̀ ″鷲θγ O`+19/σじ+l bθ′θηgs′θ Et,wλθγθ l≦グ≦r-1.

(lii) f/CtグS"θr sttθθ′た, ′んθη O`+l ιθ′πεグごθsリグ′力′んθ sグηgz′ar ρθ′π′ 9F Ct,
ηたθra O≦グ≦r-1.

(市)J/ε :≧0,オんθπ O`+l bθ′αばs`θE=∩ὲ ,りんθrθ l≦グ≦γ-1.

PR00F. First recan the assertion(1)in Lemma 3。l and the conditions(Al)

and(A2)・ Then(i)iS Clear.Similarly we get σ`(0`+1)=σ=(El).ThiS prOves

(li).  Since p has a fundamental point, the proper transform Cr must be con‐

tracted owing to the assertion(2)in Lemma 3.1. Then from the Castelnuovo's

criterion we infer (iii) and (iv). Q.Eo D。

Since there will be no danger of confusion, let EJ denote also the curve

(σ̀+1・“σγ)~lEE`コon Sr.When we treat more than one automorphism at a time,

let us write σ,9, E`F and S,9 with the automorphism F inStead of σ ぁ E` and

St respectivelyo  For a divisor we shan not cOnsider the multiplicities of the

components,hence″ θグごθπ′グル ′んθごグυおθrッ グ′ん′んθ γθごπεθごθηθ θb′̀グηθご/rθ協 グ′.

DEFINIT10N 4.3. Let 9 be an element of r＼夏r and put r=γ(9)。 Since σ is

determined by 9,let r(9)=σ
-1(C),i.e.,「

(ψ)=E19+… 。+Er9+C9,where C9=

σ
~lEC].The tOtal transform Γ

(p)iS Called the grαpんOf 9。 Deane the θrdθrs

of E19 and C9 to beグand″+l respect市ely,where l≦グ≦γ.For an element ψ

Of r＼」,similarly「(ψ)haS the decomposition Elψ+…・+Esψ十の.If r=S and

there is an isomorphism α:Sr9→Ssψ such thatど(C9)=Cψ and α(E`9)=E`ψ fOr all
グ, where l≦グ≦r, then Γ(9)iS Said tO be θ92′υαJθη′ to r(ψ).Note that α

preserves the orders of the components. Let this equivalence be denoted by ～.

This equivalence satisfles the axiom of equivalence relation.

REMARK 4.4. If F and ψ  be10ng to β ＼r,then the following hold true.

(1)E子9=C)=-l and E:9≦
-2 where l≦グ≦″-1.

(2) In order tO check that the isomorphism α  in Deinition 4。3 glves the

equ市alence,it sumces to verify α(「(ψ))=F(ψ)and α(CF)=Cψ EOr α(Er9)=Elψ].

PR00Fo The flrst assertion is obtained from (ii)in Lemlna 4.2 and the
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Castelnuovo's criterion. In the second assertion we have that a(C*)-Cq and
a(E,,):Eru, since a preserves the weights of the components. By the blow-
down a"n the isomorphism a defines also the isomorphism dr-ti Sr-rrr*Sr-r4, such
that dr-rorp- 6rqa. Since o,p(Er,,p) and o,t(Et*) have the weight -1 if and
only if, i :r-1, we have that atr-t(ors(Er-rr)): o,4,(Er-t,t), i .e., a(Er-re):Er-t,y,.

In this way we complete the proof by induction. Q. E. D.
The following lemma is trivial, so its proof is omitted.

Lrivrnae 4.5. We haue that f (g)*f (ltp)=T(gl), where geax-C and le,-C.
Since (po is a morphism, it can be expressed as o'Q, applying the same

factorization to g-1, where 6t:oi... o', and p: Sr--r$i is an isomorphism. In this

expression oi is a blow-up Si+Sl-t, where l3fSr and S6:Pt. Note that S",

Si and Q are determined uniquely by p owing to (A').

DerrurrroN 4.6. The above isomorphism p is called the resolution of p.
Here vre have that T(p-t)-o'-t(C):Etp-r* " '  + E,,p-r*C,p-t and A7kil)

_T(e_\

RnuanK 4.7. (1) lt p belongs to .o\J, then p(E,s):C*-r and p(C e):E,e-r.
(2) For two elements p, and g, of gr-t we have that f (,pr)=T(tpr) if and

only if. f(cpTtlx T(pi\.
Pnoor. The flrst assertion follows from (2) in Remark 4.4. Let p6 be the

resolution of 91, where i:L,2, and a: S"nr--+S,s, give the equivalence between

l(pr) and fkp). Then from the same assertion (2) in Remark 4.4 we see that

Qra4i' gives the equivalence between f (pl\ and f (p;t). The converse is
proved similarly. Q. E. D.

First contract Q-'(E,e-t):Ce, secondly Q-'(Er-lsp-r), and so on. In this wdY,

by using p, we have the composition 6,-o'{ "'o'/ of. blow-downs o!:S!+Si'-,

such that Sf;:S,, Sf:S" and oop-t:lo', where LS,iSz and / is an isomorphism

Pz*S'. Then we have that tpto:l-lo". Note that / is not necessarily the
identity rnapping and that the components of f(p) define two morphisms o

and o".

DerwrrroN 4.8. The above morphism o" is called the assaciate of o.

Rpuenr 4.9. Since o"(E,)-KC), the curve E, is not contracted by the

associate of o.

LBunnn 4.10. Let g and tpz be two elements of 4x./. Then there are two

elements l, and [, of -C satisfying gz:lrgrl, if and only if T(pt)*fkp).

Pnoor'. The " only if " part is an easy consequence of Lemma 4.5. Suppose

that fkil=f(g) and a is the isomorphism S"o,r*S"n, defining its equivalence.

Then a. induces an element I of. -C which satisfies oter"' o,ezd:loryr"' oret,

where o,t,p, dnd oez are blow-ups, tSi(r. Let Qt be the resolution of gt,
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where i:L,2. Since a(Cr):Cr* a(E,e):E,pr, Q{Cs1)-E,Ei' and Qt(E,ei):
Ce/, where i:L, 2, it follows that pzaptt preserves the orders of the irreducible

components of T(p;t) and fQp;') by the assertion (2) in Remark 4.4. Hence we

see that the isomorphism FraFr' induces an isomorphism gzlgtl in I. Q.E.D.

Let C be the set consisting of the equivalence class of the fgraphs of

elements of -e\/, i. e.,
c -  lT(p) |  pes\Jl  /= .

Then the above lemma implies the following

CononARY 4.11.
g\J: r r ; ,=rrPr '

Especially this means the following

Lruue 4.L2. If the number of elements of -C and that of C are both finite,
then so is 9.

Now, let us proceed

the several conditions on

we put

to the proof of Theorern A. We shall find step by step

which 4 is a finite group. Recalling the condition (At),

P:min Ii I Cr is smooth) .

Then we have that CЪ≧-1.Ifノ≧′and c:=-1,then OJ+l dOeS not lie onら,
hence we put

9=min{グIC:=-1}.

Note that the number 9 does not depend on 9 and that(■=C,Where r=r(9)。

Since C3≧-1,We have that C3_1≧3,i.e。,9≧夕.

LEMMA 4。 13。 」/Jた θグπ′arsθεガθη “zzbθγ C9・E9≧ 2,′んθπ ρ=9=r(9)/ar α ′′9

グ"r＼ r。

PR00Fo SinCe C9・ Ec≧2,the curve Q-l iS not smooth, i.e., we have that

c=♪ .SuppOSe that r>9 for some 9,where r=r(9)。 Thёn the fundamental

point of ψσl・"σα exists on E9＼Q,sinCe c:=-l and Q has tO be cOntracted.
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When Cq is contracted, the image of Eq is not smooth. By Remark 4.9 the
curve E" is not contracted, hence Eo has to be contracted, since q+r. This is
a contradiction. O. E. D.

Lnuun 4.L4. If q-F, then I is a finite group.
Pnoor. Since Q:f, we have that Co-EoZZ, then by Lemma 4.L3 cpor..- op

is a morphism for all cpe4x-C. Since Qr coincides with the singular point of
Ct-, by Lemma 4.2, the blow-up or does not depend on p, where LSi<f . Hence
we see that C is a finite set (in fact it consists of at most one element). Since
the order of J is finite by Proposition 1, so is .9 by Lemma 4.L2. Q. E. D.

In view of the above lemma we may treat only the curves satisfying the
following condition (AJ hereafter.

(A') : q> P.

Lnnaua 4.15. If E, and Cn satisfy either one of the following conditions
then 9:-C and it is a finite group.

(i) Ee^rcp consists of at least three points.
(ii) EnACn consists of two points such that E, and C, meet transuersally at

none of them
Pnoor'. Suppose that g+ -C and take an element p of g\J. Then by the

condition (Ar) got... op has one fundamental point Qp*, in EuACe. After G,
r:r(p), is contracted, the image of E, is not smooth on the condition of this
lemma. Since r2q) ! and E, is not contracted., the curve Ep has to be con-
tracted by the associate of o. This is a contradiction. Of course J is a finite
group by Proposition 1. Q. E. D.

In view of the above lemma we may treat only the curves satisfying either
one of the following conditions (1) and (2) hereafter.

lQ' , Q'l such that Eo and C, meet

Lnuue 4.16. If the total transform (o'...oo)-t(C) has not normal crossings,
then we haue that r(g)-q for euery p in -e\J, and hence I is a finite group.

Pnoop. First of all, on the condition (An) the possibilities for the centers

of o p+r for every p in g\-C are at most two, while Q t coincides with
E,-r'\Cr-r if D*Z<i<n. Thus Ql depends on Qo*r, where rt*Z<iso. Suppose
that rkil)q f.or some (p rn 4,\J. Then Qo*, lies in Eo\Co, hence there is some

such that Co.EnZZ or Co, Et and Ey meet at one point, where i, i{q. After
the contraction of. Co the image of Er has a singular point or E6 and El do not
meet transversal. Hence there is a curve not contracted besides Er. This is a
contradiction. Thus we have that r(p):q for every p in -O\J. In view of the
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first consideration we conclude that C is a finite set (in fact it consists of at
most two elements). Since, for the curve /r, we have that Q:2d*1 and that
(or"'oo)''(Ar) has normal crossings, the linear part J has a finite order. Hence
9 is a flnite group by Lemma 4.L2. Q.E.D.

C O R O L L A R Y  4 . 1 7。 J/ N = lα "J R≦ -1 ,オんθη (σ10¨σ9) ~ 1 ( C )んas  zθ′ ηθγttα′

θrθssグ、■s "α  んαttη F グs αノηグ′a gγθ2ρ.

PR00Fo Note that CP+ヵEP and EP十J meet at one point,where l≦ノ≦θp~1・
Since CЪ+J=R+θ,-1-ブ,we have that 9=p+θp+R,henCe p+1≦9≦夕+θp~10
This implies that(σl・…σ9)~1(C)haS■Ot normal crossingso         Q.E.De

We have just proved the assertion(3)in TheOrem A.In view of Lemma

4。16 we may treat only the curves satisfying the fonowing Condition(A6)here―

after.

(A5):(σ l・…σ9)~1(C)has normal crossings.

Moreover the fonowing lemina holds true.

LEMMA 4.18. 」/Ⅳ ≧3,ォんθ"r llis a Fηグ′a grθz夕.

PR00Fo Suppose that」 V≧3 and take an element 9 of F＼ ro Then cr and

El+… 。十Er meet in at least 3 points,but Er and El+… ・+Er_l meet in at

most 2 points,and Er=φ
~1(C,-1)meetS at least three other components of r(9).

Hence Er must meet(碑 .ThiS means that r(9)=9.As was shown in the proof

of Lemlna 4.16′ the possibilities for the centers of blow_ups are at most two,

so that the order of F is inite.

From the above results we may treat only the

fOnOwing COnditions hereafter.

(1)N=2.

(li)N=l and R≧ 0。

In this section only the case ( i ) is considered. The other one will be treated
in the next section.

In what follows the graphs will be represented as figures, where the fol-
lowing abbreviation will be used. The number r indicates the rank r(g) and a
positive integer i beside a component indicates the curv e E r and a non-positive
integer j beside a component indicates the weight / of the component and a
component without a non-positive integer has the weight -2. Since we treat
only the case of normal crossings, we often adopt dual graphs, where thd symbols

o and r indicate the components whose weights are -2 and not -2 respectively.

DepmITIoN 4.19. If a divisor on some surface S admits two ways of con-
tractions S-tPz such as d' and o", then it is said to be contractible. Of course

the grapn f@) f.or g in 9r/ is contractible.

Dcrmtuox 4.20. By using the resolution Q of. g, we deflne a permutation

Q. E. D.
curves satisfying one of the
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g* of the set l9rp, ... , .Ere, C*I as follows:

g*(C)-E,r , p*(Ere):F-'(Er,p-r) , where LS'i{r.

Let us call g* the permutation of f(p) and denote by D(p) the divisor consisting

of all the components ot T(<p) that are fixed by {p*. In case all the components
are moved, then we pu: D(g):0. Let us call D(fi the center of T(Q. If {r*
has the order 2, then we may regard f (p) as being symmetrical about D(d.

Now, let us study the curves with N:2.

DBrlNnroN 4.21. A divisor D:DT-rDr is said to contain a loop if a subset

VrcrDt forms a closed path for some /C |L,2, .-. , nI. The divisor D is said to

form a simple loop if the fotlowing two conditions are satisfied :
(1) D has normal crossings.
(2) Every irreducible component is nonsingular and rational and intersects

others at two points.
Note that a divisor consists of just one loop if it forms a simple loop.

LBuue 4.22. The following three conditions are equiualent.
(1) A+ -C and f (g) forms a simpl,e loop for some p in g\J.

(2) The singwlar point Pt of C is a node, i.e., e(Pt, C):N-Z and P:L.
(3) C*4.
Pnoor'. lt f(p) forms a simple loop, then by contracting the components

of f@) we see that Pr turns out to be a node. Next vre assume that & is a
node. Since g:0, we have that d:3 by the genus formula for plane curves,
which means that C,-,A. Finally we assume that C^,4. Then by successive
blow-ups we get the following figure.

In this figure, flrst contract C?, secondly Et, and so on. Eventually we get a
curve which is projectively equivalent to A. From these blow-ups'and blow-
downs we obtain an element g of g\J. Q. E. D.

Let us study the case ( i ) bV examining the following cases separately.
(i-1) The curve C is not projectively equivalent to A.
(i-2) The curve C is projectively equivalent to A.

First let us consider the case (i-1).

Then by the above lemma we have that 9:-C or Tkp) does not form a

I

-1
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silnple loop for al1 9 in β＼」. In the forlner case β has a inite order owing to

Proposition l and the assumption that ハイ=l and A「 ==2. Hence let us treat only

the latter case.Put島 =(σl¨・σ̀ )~1(C),Whereグ ≧9.By the condition(A5)鳥

has norimal crossings.  The divisor El‐十・"IE`iS COnnected and does not contain

a loop,but it connects two points in Ct.Hence」島 contains just a simple loop,

to which Ci belongs. We denote it by」「:.

LEMMA 4.23。 f/9σ l・̈ σ, 力αS α /χπごαπθ″α′ρθグπ′, wんθγθ グ≧9,′んθ"′んθ

ィθη′θr O=+1げ σ:+1グS ηθ′αルθο夕θグ鷲 θη Eぁ たθπιθ E二十1 11iS α θθ解夕θ"θ″ ιプ「'=

Γ(夕)0.動 θ εarυθ E9グ s a εθttρθηθ"′げ Γ:,たθηε′Γ♀グS θb′αJησご/rθtt「:妙
SZεεθSS′υθ b′θり̈zps.

PR00F.  SinCe r(9)。 レesp. 」
・
(9~1)。]iS the unique silnple loop contained in

「(9)Erespe r(9-1)],the res01ution φ mapS F(9)0 0nto r(9~1)0.As is mentioned
above r(9)。Eresp.「(9-1)。コCOntains C,Eresp.C9-1コ,hence r(9)。contains also

ψ
~1(C9-1)=Eγ

ψo Since r:has nOrmal crossings,and E9 and CL meets,and N=2,

the curve Eα is a component of r3・ The above consideration proves the

lemmao                                    Q.Eo D.

since r7(9)doeS not forlm a silnple loop but contains the one r7,, there is a

component Eル of r♀which meets at least three other componentse(For example,

see the fonowing igure, though it is not contractible, obtained from the curve

(y - x')'*t x'y'+ x :us:o , where t+0.

In this case 力 ==3.)

By Lemma 4.23 we have that力≦9,in Other words,for anyグ>9,Et is a com_

ponent of r7,. Taking nOte of the position of Eた, we infer that the possibilities

of graphs which represent automorphislms are inite.  To explain this in detail,

let us conSider the one route in 「♀ that COnnects Cr and El and that does ■ ot

pass through Eγ. Then let ん  be the sum of the weights of the divisors in the

rOute,1.e.,ん=C,+・・0+Elo For the sake of simplicity,let us take Eルthat gives

the nlinilnum value for ―ん。  C)f course ん is determined uniquely by C and is

independent of ψ.  suppoSe that ――ん《γ.  Then there are a great many compo‐
nents in the other route,because the center o9+1∈E9＼C9and we have the facts
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in Lemma 4.23. Now, let us contract the graph from C,, then, after the
contraction of Er, we will have a divisor with not normal crossings, but the
number of its components will be still rnore than q+L, since -hKr. This is a
contradiction, hence we have the conclusion mentioned above. Thus f, consists
of finitely many elements, i.e., .f is a finite group.

Putting together all the results obtained above, we complete the proof of (2)

in Theorem A.
Next let us consider the case (i-2).

Since C is projectively equivalent to A, the linear part -C is the dihedral
group of order 6. Let us consider non-linear elernents.

Lpuue 4.24 (Wakabayashi). For euery element g of Aut(Pz-l)rJ, the
graph T(p) forms a simple loop and its figure fs cs follows.

t pieces

In this fi,gure t is a non-negatiue integer determined by p and, the number of com-
ponents of f(p) is 8*6f , i.e., r(p)-6t*7. Conuersely, such a figure yields an
element of Aut(P'-/).

Pnoor'. We perform successive blow-ups of Pz in order that the total
transform of A may become contractible. In the proof of Lemma 4.22, we have
obtained that Q:7 and the figure with f:0. Then, noting that Lemma 4.23 is
also applicable to this case, we continue blow-ups if there is still a fundamental
point. The center Q6 must coincide with ErAEr, and Qg with ErAEr, and so
on. When the weight of the proper transform of. E, becomes -7, we may stop
the blow-ups and get the contractible divisor with t:L in the above figure. In

4p′夕εοs
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case there is still a fundamental point, the center Qu must coincide with E'AE'
and we proceed similarly. Finally we get all contractible divisors by such
a manner, which are illustrated as above. Conversely, the above divisor is
contractible and two curves which are images of the divisor are projectively
equivalent. Hence from this divisor we get an element of grJ. Q. E. D.

This lemma shows that the centers of blow-ups are always the intersection
points of two curves, hence the order of g is countably infinite. Thus the
assertion (5) in Theorem A is proved.

Concerning the assertion (2) in Theorem A we raise the following conjecture,
which is true for all examples we now have.

CouJncrUnB. Suppose that N>2 and that C is not projectively equivalent
to /. Then 9: -C.

5. Curves with g:0, .l/:1 and R20.

In this section also we follow the notations flxed in the previous sections
and assume that C is a curve with g:0, N:l and R20. Recall that (AJ is
always assumed, so C satisfies all the conditions (Ar), 1<i<5.

DnrruttloN 5.1. Let Dr be a component of a divisor D:}T=rDr. Then a
point A on Dr is called a free point on Dr if Q does not belong to any other
component Dy where j+i. The divisor D is called a zigzag (or a divisor of
type A") if. its components are nonsingular and rational and it has the following
expression:

-2 if i: j.

1 i f  l i -  i  |  :1 ,  where I<i,  i  Sn.

0 i f  l i -  j l>2.

In the figures of graphs we sometimes use a dotted line which represents a
zigzag. When we try to flnd the graphs of elernents of -9\J, we shall make
good use of the following facts freely.

Rpvlenx 5.2. (1) The center Qt*, of or+t is contained in Et, where
LSi3r-L.

(2) The graph f (p) is symmetrical about D(p) if g* has the order 2.
(3) There exists the associate o" of o, i.e., a contraction can b.e started

from Cr. Moreover the following fact holds true, which will not be used
explicitly. Put f|'-o{+r... o{(f (p))-(o'{ ... o{)-'(/(C)). Then /:a, contains one
or two components with the weight -1. ff n'contains two such components,
then i2q, hence it has normal crossings.

Then by considering blow-ups we get the following

PnopostrtoN 5.3. Suppose that R:0 and g*-C. Then for euery p in.O\-C
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we haue q - P * e o. Suppose mlreluer that tp* has
D(p) of T(p) contains Er* -.- *Eo-r. Then the
the following according as 0p-1:0p or ep-rleo.
represents the diuisor E.* ..- *Ee-r

(I) The case lp-t:en is separated into three
Subcase (a), v:q*I.

i "  
' \ -n{L

the order 2 and that the center
fi.gure of f(p) es (I) or (ll) in
In these fi,gures the dotted circle

subcases.

t ,
t ,

Szbcase (b), r:q{ee*2.

e p-I pieces

-  ep -L

- - - - -o
. t --r 

ep-L ltieces

Subcase (c), 7:q{2ee+2t+I, where t is an integer =1.

-1

ep-2 fieces

(II) The case €p-t]ep is also separated into three subcase
Subcase (a), r-q*L.

-ep - I

er,-l pieces

- e p - L



o-1
I- - -+

, t

ep-2 pieces

Subcase (c), r--q*2ee+2t+3, where t is an integer >1.

Pnoor. Since N:l and d2-fnr-pl-en:*t, we have that q:p*en and

that the center Qr*, of the blow-up ot+t coincides with the point EtACt if

i3q-L.
First let us take up the case (I). In this case the figure of To:(or"'oo)-t(C)

is as follows, since Co meets only En.

Q-L

-1

- e p - L

Projectiue Plane curues

Subcase (b), v :q{Ze n*2.

103

- e p - L

-  e p - L

-ep-L

-ee-L
b---#----o--+--r
\---rJ -3 L-rJ I
t-L ltieces ep-L Pieces a-I

+
p+L

ep-L pieces

「
″́‐``

ヽ
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Note that l-o is independent of g and p* is assumed to have the order 2. Hence
by the hypothesis the divisor Er*...*En is contained in the center D(g). We
prove first {Qo*t} + EoAEo-t. Suppose the contrary. Then we have that g*(Eo)
-Eq. Since g*(C):E,, the divisor E, must meet Eq. Then T(p) cannot be
symmetrical about Dkil. This is a contradiction. Thus we have that {Qo*r}
*EoAEo-r Hence let us study this case (I) by examining the following cases
separately.

(1) Qo*, is a free point on Eo.
(2) {Qo*'} :E nAEo.
In the flrst case (1) the divisor Er*..-+Ep+Eo is contained in the center

D(p). Since g*(Co):E,, we get 7:q*L and the figure of subcase (a).
In the second case (2) the center Qo*, is a free point on Eq+t or coincides

with the point EpAEq+t. Since the contraction can be started from Co, the
weight of the proper transform of Eq*r must be - e n-1. Now, in the former
case, taking note that T(r) is symmetrical about Er* ...+Ep+Eq+rt we get the
figure of subcase (b).

q-L Cq q+L
- ep-3

q+2

+
t '

p+L

On the other hand, in the latter case, we get the following figure.
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9-l  Cc  9+1

9+θp+1

一θp-3

Then Qq+er+z is a free point orr Eq+er+r or coincides with the point Eq+rr+1AEq+ep.

In the forrner case, taking note that f (p) is symrnetrical about Et* "'+Ee+Eq+z

+... *Eq+rr+t, we get the flgure (c) with t:L. In the latter case, Qo*rr*, is a
free point on Eq*ro+z or coincides with the point Eq+rrAEq+ep+2. Then we get

the figure (c) with t:2 by the same reason as above or we proceed similarly.

In this way we get the figures of subcase (c). From the above procedure we
see that every possible case is exhausted.

Next let us take up the case (II). Since Cn-r. Ep-r:€p-r) en, the curve En-,
a tangent to Cp-t, hence Cr, Eo and Eo-, meet dt Qp*t. So that the figure

To:(ot ..- o)-'(C) is as follows.

9-l  Cq

ｏｌＳ

Ｏｆ

Note that ごヽis independent of “)and 9*is assumed to have the order 2. Hence

by the hypothesis the divisor E二十…・+Ep_1+Ep+1+¨・十Ec_l is c6ntained in

the center D(9).Then we conclude similarly that{Oα+1}≠Ep∩E9。Hence let

us study this case(II)by exanlining the foHowing tases separately。

(1)09+l iS a free point on Ec.

(2){09+1}=E9_1∩Eq・

In the■rst case(1)Ec iS alSO Contained in the center」D(9)。 Since 9*(Cc)==Er,

夕+1

9+2
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we get 7-q*L and the figure of subcase (a). In the second case (2) the weight

of the proper transform of Eo-, must be -eo-Z, since the contraction can be

started from Co and Eo must be contracted. Then we get the following figure.

q+l Cq

- 1  - e p

q+2

q* en-L , ."
. t . '

ep-l pieces
-eo-Z

g * e p

q-Z
q-L

p+L

Similarly, since Eo must be contracted, we have that lQo*ro*rl *Eq+rrA0q+rr-r.

Then Qq+cr+r is a free point on Es+r, or coincides with the point Eq-tABq*cp.

In the former case, taking note that f (p) is symmetrical about Er* .:. *Ee-r

*Ee+r* -.. *Eo-r{Eq+rp, we gat r:q*Zen*Z and the figure of subcase (b). In

the latter case, since E e must be qontracted, we have that lQ q+er+eI :

Eq*rrA4q*en*r. Then siinilarly l,Qa+cn+sl*Eq+rrAEq+"r+2, i.e., Qo*"r*, is a free
point on Eq+co+e or coincides with Eq+rr+rA4o*rr*r. In the former case, taking

note that f(p) is symmetrical, we get the figure (c) with t:1. In the latter

case Qq+er+r is a free point on Eq*%r+s or coincides with E*ro+rABs+ep+8. Then

we get the figure (c) with t:2 by the same reason. as above or proceed similarly.

In this way we get the figures of subcase (c). From the above procedure vre

see that every possible case is exhausted. Q. E. D.

PnoposlrroN 5.4. Suppose that R2L and g+L Then for euery p in -O\J
we haue that q:f *en*R. Suppose rnnreluer that tp* has the order 2 and the
center D(p) of f(p) contains Er* "' *Ec-'. Then r--q*Zt-L, where t is a
positiue integer determined by p, and the figure of T(p) fs as follows, where the
dotted circle represents the diuisor Et* "' *Eq-2.



PR00F. By Lemma 4.2

C:=-1,the center 09+1 lies

is a free point on Eq. Then

are contained in the center,
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‐ ‐ ―
 一

- 1

- 1

- ― … ……
0 - ―

―
●

t-L Pieces

we have that lQtI:Ei-rACt-, for iSq. Since

in Eor. q. First we consider the case when Q q+r
Er* .-- *Eo is the center D(p), since Er, " '  , Eq-z

hence we get l':q+l and the figure with f:1.

stOp, ォ=1。

い／
　
寸

- 1 - 1

Next we consider the case when {Q**r} :Eq=tAEq. Then we see that Qq*, lies

in Eq+1\Eq. In case Qq*, is a free point on Eq+l, then Er* "'*Eo-'fEq+r is

the center Dkp). Hence we get y-q*3 and the figure with t:2. On the other

hand in case {00*r} :Eq-rA4q+tt then we proceed similarly in order to get

contractible graphs. Seeing from this procedure, we infer that every possible

case is exhausted. Q.E.D.

Reuenr 5.5. It seems that the above two propositions hold true without

the assumptions about p* and D(p).
Let f denote a divisor on S, with a figure in Proposition 5.3 or 5.4. As we

see from the manner of the proof of them, we have the following result inde-
pendently of the automorphisms.

い／

9 + 1

, ~ 1

Cq

9 - 1    

Q_tl 9+1
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RBunnr 5.6. For a curve with g:0, N:l and R>0 we can perform

blow-ups in order to get /1 Conversely, for any divisor ^C there is a curve C

with g:0, N-l and R20 such that l- is obtained from C by some blow-ups.

Now, let us begin the proof of (6) in Theorem A. It suffices to find a set

of elements of g which defines the group (Go)". By the above remark we shall

use the divisors /" to find such elements. In the case when R:0 we consider
only the graphs of subcase (c), since they turn out to yield the wanted elements.

Since J- is contractible, we have two curves on P2 which are images of 4
but we do not know whether they are projectively equivalent. So we cannot
conclude immediately that we can get an element of .e by the blow-ups and the
blow-downs (compare this with the case of Lemmas 4.22 and 4.24).

Starting contractions from C, and E, at the same time and contracting
components of, f symmetrically, we get the following figures (here r is already
irrelevant to the rank).

(1) The case when R:0 and er-r:op.

. ; ,-1,--cL--- o a , ' ' --",
0 -t-l -er-T \.---.,'

ee-Z pieces

(2) The case when R:0 and er-r)op.

- e p-3 .r---..-
. . .o i
0 -t-L \-# \'---"

ep-Z pieces

(3) The case when R:1.

(4) The casewhen R≧ 2.

0         ′ ′́‐ヽ、、
:

― `- 1  ｀ こヽ_′メ

Note that in case R:1, the component Eo-t meets Ep, Eo-, and Eq+a-r, hence
the figure is as above. Let F be the surface obtained from S, by the above
contractions and e, be the morphism S"+p. In the above figures let us denote
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by Eノ and Es the components with the weight O and 一 ′-l respectivelyo Since

E}=O and E∫。κ=-2,we have,by the Riemann‐R∝h theorem,that dimlEノ|
=1。  Hence we have a tter space ρ :3→ 」Pl with a iber Eノ  and a Section E3・

Let θ be the divisor on F consisting of the components of τ l(「)except Eノ and

Es,i.e.,θ=τl(「)red一E∫―E3,where τ l(F)red iS the reduced divisor obtained

from τl(「)。 Since θ  does not ineet Eル  the divisor θ is contained in ibers of

ρ. Note that θ is disconnected if and only if R=1。  In case R≠ 1,let g be the

unique iber of ρ  containing θ , on the other hand in case X:==1, let θ `be a

connected component of θ  and let gi be the iber of ρ  containing θ ぁ where

′=1,2.In this case θ =θ l+θ2,and put also g=gl+g2・

Before proceeding、further we nx some notations. Let Fn denote the ratiOnal

ruled surface P(θPl①θPl(π)),Where■≧0,and π:F.→Pi the natural morphisme

Let 」Bπ be the base line′ i.e., it is the unique irreducible curve on Jlルwith the

negative weight 一 “ in case η≠0。

Now, let us return to the proof.

L E M M A  5。 7 .  1 7 t  εαSθ R≠ 1 ,オんθrθグs θπり θηθ Sグκgz′αr f bθr  g .  θ "′んθθ′んθr

んαηd,グη εαsa R=1,ォんθrθ arθルs′′ηθ SグηgzノαγノタθrS gl απごg2・

PR00Fe COntracting components of singular ibers of ρ, we get a birational

morphism τ2:F→F.for some η ≧0.The number of components of τ 2{τl(「)∪g}

is 3 Eresp.4コ,in caSe R≠ 1[resp.R=1].

Sr

iム P

4/
P2     F.

Comparing the number of blow‐ ups to obtain Sr from P2 with that of blow‐ downs

to obtain」Fπ from ST, we infer that the latter number is r-1。  Since the number

of components of r is r+1,there is one curve D Erespe two curves'l and,2]

not belonging to θ and contracted by τ2・  Note that(g does■ ot contain a curve

with the weight-l by the assertion(1)in Remark 4。4。 So the curve D has

the weight-l and g consists of θ and D in case R≠1。 Similarly inithe other

case, since θl and∂ 2 dO nOt contain curves with the weight -1, we infer that

g`consists of θ̀and'`such that D:=-1,Whereグ =l and 2。Whence the

lemma is proved.

Moreover we have the following
Q.E.D.

Lnurua 5.8. There is a birational morphistrl rz: F+p* such tha:t
(1) t2 is a composition of blow-downs defned by contracting components of 9,
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(2)τ2ごοθS ηθ′εθη′raε′オんθ εθzρθηθη′(S)a/gりんグθん協″′(s)E3,λθ"εθ η=ι+1。

PR00Fo COntracting components of g,we get a birational morphism τ `:

F→鳥′. Since Eノ  and E3 meet transversally at one point, the curve E8 is
carried to a section of the natural morphism Fπ′→Pl。 lf the weight of τ `(E3)

is more than― `-1,then τ`~l haS a fundamental point at τ̀(E3∩g).Then by

the elementary transformation with the center at this point we have a new

surface which F dominates,too. We can repeat this procedure to get the surface

F.on which the weight of the image of Es becomes eqlttl to― ′-1.ThiS

proves the whole parts of the lemma.                   Q.E.D.

As we have shown in the pr00f of Lemlna 5。 7, there is an irreducible curve

D Erespe two irreducible curves'l and D2]On F such that g=θ ttD Eresp.

g`=島 十D" Whereグ =1,2コ .Put C′ =στrl(D)Eresp.C′ =στrl(Dl)and c″ =

στrl(D2)]・ Then performing suitable successive elementary transformations

starting from F3+1,wё  cOmplete the proof of Theorem B.Since τ Tl(D),τrl(Dl)

and τTl(D2)dO nOt meet Cr, Proposition 2 follows easily.

By deinition, F and r'depend on′ , so hereafter let us write F(′)and r7(′)

instead of F and r respectively, when we emphasize the parameter ′.  Put

rl(`)={9∈Aut(F(′))19(τl(「(′)))=τl(F(′))}.

sincc P2＼cttF(オ)＼τl(「(`)),We have the following

LEMMA 5.9。 Fθγ απノグ"`θgθγ′≧1,オたθ grθ2p rl(′)π cy bθ γ¢gardθご αs α

SZむrθゆ げ r.

Let τ2:F(′)→F2+i be the morphism obtained in Lemma 5。8 and put】 =Eノ 十

E∫+g.

First we consider the case when R≠ 1. Note that τ2(D)=4 iS a point on

the nber τ2(gF)not lying on the base linee  Then put

r2(オ)={ψ∈Aut(FE+1)lψ(τ2(】))=τ2(】)and ψ(■)=4}・

We sha1l ind elements ψ of r2(′)SuCh that τァ
lψτ2∈βl(′)。 Let us call such ψ a

′グソαb′θ element.Before stating how to■nd liftable elements,we make some

preparation.
Let B be a free point on',i.e.,3 does not lie on τl(「).Let T′be an

irreducible curve intersecting D transversally at」B, and υ be a sman neighbOur‐

h∞d of 3 such that y∩τl(「)=¢.We assume that T=T′∩び and'meet Only

at B.  Let τ2=τ21°"τ21 be the factorization of τ2 intO blow‐downs τ210  Recan

that τ2■iS deined by contracting D.(Here 々 =夕 +θ,-2 or g-l according as

R=O or R≧2)。Let解`be the multiplicity of τ21°°°τ2ル(T)at τ21"・τ2ル(D),Where

l≦グ≦ル.Then we put解0=Σに1協:.Note that πO is independent of′,since g
is independent of t, more precisely, F(1)＼(Eメ」E8)and F(1)＼(EメJE3)are

isomorphic for each ′.
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Now, for an element Q of gr(t) we define I(()) to be the intersection multi-

plicity (cr(T).,/t(rr(T)))" [if {(rr(T)):rz(T), then we put l(t!)-oo1. Then we

have the following

LBuun 5.10. An element t! of ar(t) is liftable if IQ!)2m0.

Pnoor'. Since {(A)- A, we have an isomorphism rl}cfsr21:cfi1 such that

,lrr(c;l(A))-r;i(A). Since {t also flxes the center of rn by the hypothesis, we

have an isomorphism rizL!$zz:/z such that Qr(crtril(A)):c;t6l(A). In view of

the above preparation this procedure can be continued to get the lift of l'.
Q. E. D.

By the lil/oy, we consider generally Aut(Fr) for a while. Let (uo, ut) be a

set of homogeneous coordinates on Pl and (uo, ur) affine coordinates on C2. The

elements (u o, ur,'uo, ur) and (u[, u'r, u6, ui) of PtK(-4tr{(0, 0)}) determine the same

point on F, if and only if there are a and p in C*:C\{O} such that

u6:dl to ,  u l :d Fnu, ,  U'o:  Fro ,  u l :  Fu, .

For n)0 automorphisms of F, are of the form

I u 'o:uo (  ' 'o-auo*but
r{
I  ui-yur*uob(uo, u1) ,  I  u1- cuo*dur,

where T eC* and O is a form of degree n, and

/a  b r(;  i l=PGL,
Now, let us resume the proof. In the coordinates given above, the equation

of cr(Er) is no:O. Let the equations of er($) and cr(E) be ?o:0 and ur:0

respectively. Since ,4 is a free point on rz(9), we may assume that A:(1, 0, 0, 1).

Let (7, d) be a set of local coordinates near,4, where 4:ur/uo ?nd 0:uo/ur.

Since an element {) of sr(t) fixes the curves rs(9), q(Ei and the point ,4, it is

of the form

I q ' :Tr]*s(0),  where g(d):u"*t0(O, L) and g(0):0.
1
|  0 , : (a  /  d )0  .

Note that g(0) is a polynomial of degree(f*l. Let the local equatioq of q(T)

be h(q, 0):0. Since the local equation of cr(fr) is d:0, we have that h(q,0)+0.

Then h(q,d) can be expressed as

t l *+wr (0 )T^ -1+  '  "  *w^ (0 ) :0 ,

where w{0), 1Si3m, is a convergent power series with r.ur(0):0. Let us take

the automorphism c! with a-d and 1:1. Then the equation of t!(tr(T)) is
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(η一g(θ))m十″1(θ)(η一g(θ))π
…1+…・十υπ(θ)=0。

Whence we infer that r(ψ)≧sz if g(θ)=αι+lθ
ι+二十 …。十α8θ

3.Thus by Lemma

5。10 we see that ψ is liftable to rl(′)if s≧協0.Taking such automorphisms,we

have that r=)(Gα)3+2-3 by Lelmma 5。9. Recalling that π O is independent of ′ ,

this relation holds good for every sumciently large′ , hence we complete the

proof of(6)in TheOrem A when R≠1。              

Next we consider the case when R=1.The point 4`=τ2(D`)lies on the

iber τ2(g`),but not on the base line,whereグ=1,2。 Then put

42(′)={ψ∈Aut(Ft+1)lψ(τ2(Σ))=τ2(】)and ψ(■1)=A`fOrグ=1,2}.

Silnilarly let i「`be a part of a curve on F(′)intersecting 五)t at a free point,
where F=1,2。For an element ψ of F2(′)We denne r`(ψ)to be(τ2(Tl)・ψ(τ2(Tl)))■1。
Then similarly there are integers πOt such that ψ is liftable if f`(ψ)≧協0`fOr
グ=l and 2。Since ψ■xeS three ibers,it is of the form a=d and b=ε=0. Let

the equations of three ibers be υO=0, υO=υェ and υl=O respectively.  We may

assume that■ 1=(1,0,0,1),■ 2=(αl,α2,1,1)and α l≠0。In case r=l and α =1,

the automorphism ixes■l and 42 if and only if ω(0,1)=0(1,1)=0.Then take

the automorphism of the form

lJ緊|』
'p」

デ
,

where the notations are the same as above.

Let the■rst condition fl(ψ)≧協ol be similarly described as aboveo The second
condition f2(ψ)≧解02 deCreases the number of the free coemcients of g(θ),i.e。,
the order of g(θ+1)=α `+1(θ+1)3+1+"・ +απ01(θ+1)π

01 must be at least π02,but

as we have mentioned above r can take every sumciently large integer.  Hence

we conclude similarly(6)in TheOrem A.Thus we have inished the proof of

the whole parts of Theorem A.

Lastly we prove the corollary, which is an imlnediate consequence of′ 「heo‐

rem B.In fact,if R≠ 1,then we have that層 (7)≦″(P2＼(c∪cl))=層(P2＼(二1∪Z2))
=― ∞.If R=1,then similarly we have that層 (7)≦″(P2＼(ιl∪ι2∪二3))=~∞ ,

since二 1∩二2=二 1∩二30

6。 Examples and problelns。

Also in this section we fonow the nOtations in the prevlous sections.  VVe

present examples of curves with g=0,N=l and R≦1。For the details,see E9].

Put F(Йみy,z)=α 2(yZπ~1_x・)π・+1+{αX(yz・
~1-X・

)π+Σ 他lb`Zπt+1(yZ・
~1-

X・)π
~`}・

,Where α≠0,協≧1,π≧2 and b`are arbitrary forグ=1,… ,zo Let C
be the curve deined by F/Z・

~1. Then C has the following properties.
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(1) C\ {(0, 1, 0)} = At.
(2 )  d :mnz*L ,  ! :2m*2n ,  7 t :mnL- f f i f l ,  04-_  . . .  -c2n : f f i f l ,

Qzn+t :  " '  :0 |m+zn:71  .
(3) R:2-n.

Moreover we have the following new one. Let @ t be the conic defined by

YZ-X 'z+) 'YL:0 .

Then @o and O 7,, where 7'+0, meet at only one point (0, 0, 1). Let g be a
non-linear automorphism of P2\6lo inducing an automorphism on the line Z:0.
Then putting 6,-cp(@t,), we have that C\{(0, l, 0)} EAr, €p:4and, dz-E?:, e?:4,
since the morphism go contracts flrst the proper transform o-t[@o]. This shows
that R:1.

Finally we raise problems concerning curves with g:0 and N:1.

PnosrBM 1. Do there exist curves with .R:0 and eo-rlee?

PRoernM 2. Find E(V) in the case when R<-1. Especially do there exisr
curves with E(V) -2 ?
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